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IT HAS long been a difficulty in piecewise linear topology that local product structures 
cannot always be collated to give a global bundle structure. First came Hirsch’s example 
[2] of a submanifold having no tubular neighbourhood in an ambient manifold. Rourke 
and Sanderson found a submanifold having not even a normal microbundle in an ambient 
manifold, which they say, “justify our claim.. . that block bundles are the correct bundle 
theory for the p. 1. category,” [7], see also [5] and [6] as a general reference for block bundles. 
Their results apply only to manifolds; the present note is to show that in the realm of general 
polyhedra, one cannot infer globally from a local product structure of one polyhedron 
in another even a block bundle structure. 
Specifically : 
CONJECTURE. Given polyhedra X E Ysuch that for every x in X there exist a neighbour- 
hood U of x in X, a neighbourhood VZ U of .x in Y and a p.1. isomorphism of pairs 
(V, U)+(U x D”, U x 0), D” being a disk of fixed dimension II, 0 in its interior-Then there 
is an n-block bundle v over X such that E(v) is a regular neighbourhood of X in Y. 
(A general reference for polyhedra and piecewise linear topology is [9].) 
The converse, that for any V/X, XC E(v) satisfy the hypothesis of the conjecture, 
follows easily from [5, $1 and 921. Their Theorem 4.3 proves the conjecture in case X is 
a manifold. Here is a counterexample to the general conjecture: 
Let tq, C’ c rl rl+’ be block bundles over a p-sphere S which form a decomposition 
but not a block decomposition. (See [6, $41 for definitions; [8] for frequent examples of 
such decompositions; examples are also implicit in the previous papers [3] and [4].) Take 
Y= E(q) u E(i) x I, 
with E(c) x 1 identified to the subspace E(c) c E(q); 
X = E(j) u S x I, 
where S is the common O-section oft, [, and ‘I, and S x 1 is identified with S GE([). X and 
Y satisfy the hypothesis of the conjecture with n = r. 
For any r-block bundle v/X, and any x in X, the intrinsic dimension (see [I] for defin- 
itions) 
1(X, x) = loI(E(v), _u> = I + r. 
(This follows from the converse to the conjecture.) Let X, be the intrinsic I-skeleton of X 
(= {-y E X such that 1(X, x) _< I}); then E(v 1 X,) is a neighbourhood of XL in E(v),+, . 
Further if k I I, E(v rcl(X, - X,)) is a neighbourhood of cl(X, - X,) in 
cW(v),+, - E(v), + 7). 
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Suppose E(v) is a regular neighbourhood of X in Y. Then E(v 1 X,) is a regular neigh- 
bourhood of X, = S in Y,+, = E(j) ; E(v / cl(X - Xpil)) is a regular neighbourhood of 
cl(X - X,+r)) = E(S) in cl(Y- Yp+l+r ) = E(q). That is, the pair (E(v 1 E(j), E(v 1 S)) is a 
regular neighbourhood of E(5) in the pair (E(q), E(c)). We quote from [8]: 
PRoPosIrroF4. Suppose M,) M, c Q are transcerse proper submanifolds meeting in N. 
Suppose K, with JK( = N, is a cell-complex structure on N. Then there are normal block 
bundles tl, t2, (l/K on N in M,, MZ, Q so that 11, cl c < is a decomposition; and the isomor- 
phism of this decomposition is unique. 
Thus the decompositions 5, v 1 S E v [ E(t) and 5, i E: q are isomorphic; but the former is a 
block decomposition and the latter was chosen not to be one; this is a contradiction and the 
counterexample is established. 
The moral is that to relate global and local knowledge about regular neighbourhoods 
of polyhedra in polyhedra a framework more elaborate than block bundles over cell- 
complexes is needed. I hope the notion of a “sheaf over a filtered block-complex,” with 
which C. P. Rourke and I are strugglin g, will prove an adequate framework. 
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